INVISIBLE SHIELD® PRO 15 PERFORMANCE WARRANTY
The INVISIBLE SHIELD® PRO 15 Protective Glass Coating is a solvent-extended coating designed for the
preservation, enhancement and preventive cleaning of glass used in entrances, partitions, balustrades,
shower enclosures and mirrors. It improves the natural characteristics of the glass without changing its
physical appearance or transparency. Invisible Shield PRO 15 preserves and protects glass against
excessive exposure to water, heat and high humidity that results in corrosion, which makes the glass
appear dirty and stained. It makes the glass easier to maintain, improving the clarity and overall
appearance of the product.
All glass surfaces have a non-smooth finish which can attract the build-up of particles. The Invisible
Shield® Protection System provides a protective nano-scale coating which seamlessly seals the surface
to ensure this buildup does not bond to the glass so it retains its optical clarity for a lasting sparkle.
Protected glass results in the reduction of hard water minerals, limescale and build-up for easier
cleaning and maintenance and an overall, improved appearance.
Performance Warranty: Unelko warrants Invisible Shield PRO15 for 15 years from the date of
application on interior and exterior applications. When applied and maintained as directed, the product
will protect against visible corrosion on the protected glass surface, resisting corrosion resulting from
excessive exposure to water, heat and high-humidity.
Product Warranty: Unelko warrants Invisible Shield PRO 15 to the original purchaser or end user, that
when applied and maintained as directed, will perform as represented and claimed. This warranty is
NOT transferable. The product warranty does not extend to or cover misapplication or misuse of the
product, including the use of abrasive or harsh cleaners or application tools, excessive soiling from lack
of proper cleaning or neglect; wear and tear of the surface resulting from prior damage and exposure to
weathering or abrasion. Refer to the maintenance guidelines shared in this document, and online at
www.GlassCareExperts.com . If Invisible Shield PRO 15 fails to perform in the manner represented,
Unelko will furnish new product necessary for reapplication to the area of glass applicable and only to
REGISTERED ORIGINAL OWNER OR END USER. The Invisible Shield PRO 15 can be infinitely renewed if
needed—depending upon use and excessive exposure, without removing the prior treatment, and
without any risk of buildup. Invisible Shield PRO 15 will never crack, peel, discolor or develop build-up.
To activate this warranty the product application must be registered with Unelko at:

https://glasscareexperts.com/our-guarantee/#registration

